Infant Deluxe Airway Management Trainer
No. 130

Thank you for purchasing this Simulaids product that was made in America. It has been assembled to provide you with a trainer that will last. The lungs inflate visibly upon ventilation, and are to show the physical attributes of the lung system. The stomach will swell upon esophageal ventilations.

Recommendations:
The Infant Deluxe Airway Management Trainer Part Number 130 accepts up to 4.0 mm. E.T. Tube oral and nasal.

Lubrication:
Use Vegetable Oil for best results.
A bottle of spray lubricant is included with the purchase of your airway management trainer. Spray a liberal coating of lubricant on the ET tube and in the oral cavity before intubating. Avoid all silicone or petroleum based lubricants.

Cleaning:
Simulaids airway management trainers can be cleaned with mild soapy water or a water-soluble cleanser. Rinse thoroughly with clean water and let dry before storing.

Tongue:
To swell the tongue, pull the large (20 cc) syringe plunger out and connect the syringe to the yellow valve/tubing. Position the yellow pointer so that the 180-degree portion is in line with the tubing and the short stem is to the left (opposite the exhaust port on the valve). Push the air out of the syringe to inflate the tongue to the desired size. In order to keep the tongue inflated, close the yellow valve by turning the yellow piece so that the short stem points toward the syringe. To release the air and deflate the tongue, rotate the yellow piece counter-clockwise and the air will exhaust.
**Larynx:**
To swell the larynx, use a syringe and inflate through the red valve using the same technique as with the tongue. You will feel resistance when the larynx is closed. Do not use excessive pressure during inflation. Position this valve the same way as described above to retain the spasm. Again, the air can be released by turning the valve.

**WARRANTY:** Simulaids warrants their products to be free from defects in materials and/or workmanship for a period of three years from the date of purchase, as evidenced by the date on the invoice of the product shipment to the end user. This warranty expressly does not cover abuse, accidental or purposeful damage, or any form of modification to the product. This warranty does not cover moulage products. Only products manufactured at the Simulaids plant in Saugerties, NY receive this limited warranty status. All other products sold through Simulaids, but manufactured elsewhere, are subject to the warranties supplied by the product manufacturer. These warranties may differ from the Simulaids’ warranty.

Simulaids reserves the right to either repair or replace affected parts or the entire unit, at their sole discretion, after investigating and reviewing the actual product and the damage. In most instances, a digital photo of the product in question showing the damage will help qualify a product for return to the factory.

**RETURN POLICY:** At no time will any product be accepted without proper return authorization issued by Simulaids. Please contact our Customer Service Department to arrange a return and obtain a RGA number. Freight and Shipping charges are the sole responsibility of the end user. No product will be received with shipping charges due. Serial number and invoice number from the agency through whom the product was purchased must be provided for warranty repairs. No return authorization number will be provided without this information. Should you have any questions or wish further information on any product we manufacture call or write our Customer Service Department.